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Picture this: you’re at your desk completing a techy task by navigating your way 
through various steps. A coworker walking by notices what you’re doing, and stops 
by to share a keyboard shortcut with you that makes what you’re trying to do so much 
easier. In this article, you will find some superhuman keyboard shortcuts that you can 
learn if you don’t already know them, and share them with your team the next time the 
opportunity presents itself for you to also be a modern day office hero. 

Ctrl+F  and Ctrl+G

While this is a more commonly known shortcut, I still meet people who don’t know about it,  
so I mention Ctrl+F  and Ctrl+G  any chance I get. Pressing Ctrl+F  opens the “Find’’ field. 
When you enter it, you can search through whatever text is displayed on virtually any program, 
whether that be an email you have open, an Internet Browser, or a document. Additionally, you 
can use Ctrl+G  to repeat a search (that you’ve done using Ctrl+G  ) in another document or on 
a web page. On Apple computers, use Command+F  or Command+G  to use these shortcuts.

Ctrl+P  

Another handy shortcut that can save you some time is Ctrl+P , which will open a print preview 
of whatever page or document you’re viewing. On Apple computers, use Command+P to use 
this shortcut.

Ctrl+Z  and Ctrl+Y

These keyboard shortcuts will make for any of your editing to be speedier and more 
efficient. By pressing Ctrl+Z  you can undo any change in your written work. Seriously. 
Remove an image you just pasted, revert back to the original image size if you don’t 
like how it cropped, and bring back text you have cut. By pressing Ctrl+Y , you can 
redo the undo to get back to the previous version of whatever it is you’re working on. 
On Apple computers, you can use Command+Z  and Command+Y  to undo and redo.
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